








































Staff Satisfaction Survey 

ABHR Yes No
In your opinion, are ABHRs found in locations where you need them?
If No, which ABHRs should be moved and to where?  

Do you think there should be more ABHRs on the unit?
If Yes, where should additional ABHRs be placed?  

Do you think there should be fewer ABHRs on the unit?
If Yes, from where would you like them removed?  

In your opinion, are the ABHRs mounted at appropriate heights?
If No, how much higher or lower should they be mounted?  

In your opinion, are ABHRs replenished in a timely manner?  

Gloves Yes No
In your opinion, are glove box holders found in locations where you need them?
If No, which glove box holders should be moved and to where?  

Do you think there should be more glove box holders on the unit?
If Yes, where would you like them installed?  

Do you think there should be fewer glove box holders on the unit?
If Yes, from where would you like them removed?  

In your opinion, are the glove box holders mounted at appropriate heights?
If No, how much higher or lower should they be mounted?  

Are appropriate sized gloves in the allocated spots in the holder (i.e. small glove boxes are 
positioned in the spot allocated for small gloves)?  

In your opinion, are gloves replenished in a timely manner?  



Lotions Yes No
In your opinion, are lotion dispensers found in locations where you need them?
If No, which lotion dispensers should be moved and to where?  

Do you think there should be more lotion dispensers on the unit?
If Yes, where would you like them installed?  

Do you think there should be fewer lotion dispensers on the unit?
If Yes, from where would you like them removed?  

In your opinion, are the lotion dispensers mounted at appropriate heights?
If No, how much higher or lower should they be mounted?  

Soaps Yes No
In your opinion, are soap dispensers found in locations where you need them?
If No, which soap dispensers should be moved and to where?  

In your opinion, are the soap dispensers mounted at appropriate heights?
If No, how much higher or lower should they be mounted?  

Sinks Yes No
Is the water from the sinks at a moderate temperature?
If No, is the water too hot or too cold?  

Is the water pressure fl owing at an acceptable level?
If No, is the water pressure too strong or too weak?  

Is there little to no splashing when the water is running?  

Are there back and side splashguards to protect surrounding areas from getting wet?  



Paper Towels Yes No
In your opinion, are paper towel dispensers found in locations where you need them?
If No, which paper towel dispensers should be moved and to where?  

In your opinion, are the paper towel dispensers mounted at appropriate heights?
If No, how much higher or lower should they be mounted?  

In your opinion, are paper towel dispensers replenished in a timely manner?  

Waste Receptacles Yes No
In your opinion, are waste receptacles found in locations where you need them?
If No, which waste receptacles should be moved and to where?  

Do you think there should be more waste receptacles on the unit?
If Yes, where would you like them installed?  

Do you think there should be fewer waste receptacles on the unit?
If Yes, from where would you like them removed?  
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